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A Manhattan millionaire’s cold-hearted decision to break up with his longtime girlfriend through a restraining order paid off when a
judge agreed Friday that the woman is a dangerous mess.

Justice Mary Bednar granted hedge-fund bigwig Brad Zipper a two-year extension of his order of protection against his ex Nicole
Raef — and declared that the 28-year-old seriously needs help.

“I highly recommend [she] seek therapy or counseling” for mental-health and substance-abuse issues, the Family Court judge said.

Zipper’s legal team claimed the restraining order, served last September, was a last-ditch effort to break things off with a “very
dangerous” woman who “became increasingly volatile and unpredictable.”

“There’s no script for what you should do when a girlfriend is acting crazy and waving a knife, but he couldn’t act on his own,” said
his lawyer, Marcy Katz.

She was referring to a Sept. 4, 2014, incident at Zipper’s Nolita pad when Raef allegedly threatened him with a kitchen knife and
threatened to kill herself.

“He’s terrified that if the order is not issued, further harm could be caused,” Katz said.

The attorney also reminded Bednar of e-mail evidence in which Raef apologizes for erratic behavior including breaking a door and
then says she took Xanax to calm down.

By Julia Marsh and Antonio Antenucci

A judge granted millionaire Brad Zipper a twoyear extension on his order of protection against his ex Nicole Raef (right).
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Bednar said both sides had “credibility” issues, but she ruled that Raef committed harassment, menacing and criminal mischief, all
family offenses.

“Certainly a nine-inch chef’s knife being waved at someone . . . with a threat to commit suicide . . . gives someone cause for concern
for their own physical safety,” the judge said.

Raef, who dated Zipper for five years, dressed in a chic Moto sweater and stiletto booties. She left the courtroom crying and declined
to comment.

Her attorney Brett Kimmel told The Post, “Ms. Raef is obviously very disappointed.

“She believes she is the victim here and I believe that this is what the evidence established. But it was [Zipper’s] petition and all
Nicole could do was try to defend herself. The bar in these types of cases is set very, very low,” Kimmel said.

Katz declared “total victory” for her client. A straight-faced Zipper’s only comment was, “It’s just a sad day.”
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